Labor Pins Down Slave Law at Public Hearing

District Judge Lawrence Upheld Civil Service Order Requiring District Court Clerk to Post of Vacation Director Designation, Violating Union Rights—Rockwell Witness Under Twenty Years Old

Labor and Federal forces are helping to uphold a federal law that declares labor’s interests in the matter of the sale of slaves. The situation at which District Judge Lawrence upheld reinstatement of the Civil Service Order on the motion of attorneys as state director of professional education.

Despite the huge waves of antibond propaganda rolling through most of the country — Heightened by Woodrow Wilson and the anti-bond association of the “anti-bond states” — the United States has not been declared out of danger. The false alarms of the 1891 Open Shop movement have been continuously denied by the labor movement ever since they were made. Today they are voting for unionism, and the bondholders. The only thing that union can be sure of, is that the bondholders will come around in the end.

Local 160’s 1941 Agreement

The regular meeting of the Minneapolis Local 160 of the American Federation of Labor was held Tuesday, July 12th, at the Hotel St. Paul in the afternoon. A formal contract covering the period from January 1st through December 31st, was signed at the meeting.

Bakers’ Union On Strike at Chapman’s

The Bakers’ Union has declared a strike against Chapman’s Bakeries, 905 W. Lake St., Minneapolis. The strike was called in protest against the company’s refusal to grant the union’s demands for a higher wage scale.

Telemasters Council to Elect A Racket

The regular Telemaster meeting of the local council was held Friday evening, February 14th, at the American Legion Armory. The meeting was called to order by President Jim O’Connell, and the following officers were elected:

Barney Vonk,Secretary

Burlington Boss Makes New Threat

Burlington, Iowa—Deprived of the power to produce goods and services, the strikeboard workers of the Burlington Railway System have been ordered by the War Department to cease all active participation in the strike. The order was signed by the War Department on the grounds that the strike is in violation of the Emergency Powers Act.

Officials of Des Moines Drives Union Are Victims of Indecent Indictment

Labour union vice of the Gymnopedie drive on the Des Moines River at the time of the incident, was arrested for violation of the Emergency Powers Act. The charges were filed on the basis of the testimony of the witness, who stated that the union was “engaged in the transportation of goods for hire.”

Eighty laborers are expected to be dispatched to the bonds later this month to help with the work of the bonds.

The official publication of the Northwest Organizer is the Northwest Labor Letter, published weekly at Minneapolis, Minn. The Northwest Labor Letter is bound and issued monthly. It is distributed free to all members of the Northwest Labor Letter Association, and at a subscription price of $1.00 per year.

The Northwest Labor Letter is published weekly at Minneapolis, Minn. The Northwest Labor Letter is bound and issued monthly. It is distributed free to all members of the Northwest Labor Letter Association, and at a subscription price of $1.00 per year.
Oklahoma Editor Says War-Makers Swindling People

Oscar Ameringer, Editor of Liberal "American Guardian," Says Hundreds of Advocates of War Are Facts of History

(Non-fiction article is reprinted from the "American Guardian" of Oklahoma City and is the property of Oscar Ameringer, who wrote it.

In all the pestilence and superhuman emotionalism of the 1917-18 war, there are few who have not been impressed by the amount of gold and money that was invested, and the amount of gold and money that has been invested, in the War for Independence and the second in the War of 1812. It is a matter of common knowledge that the United States has been the beneficiary of half of the world's gold and money, and the amount of gold and money that has been invested, in the War for Independence and the second in the War of 1812.

The only thing that made the difference between the two was the time when World War II ended, and the amount of gold and money that was invested, in the War for Independence and the second in the War of 1812.

So much for the facts of history.

Before the war, the United States had been the beneficiary of half of the world's gold and money, and the amount of gold and money that was invested, in the War for Independence and the second in the War of 1812.
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It is easy to see why so many people believe that the United States has been the beneficiary of half of the world's gold and money, and the amount of gold and money that was invested, in the War for Independence and the second in the War of 1812.
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West 2,700 Face March Draft In State
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